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updated for covid-19
A&E
AIH
ALD
ALF
APEX
ARDS
ARI
ARLD

Accident and Emergency
Auto Immune Hepatitis
Alcoholic Liver Disease
Acute Liver Failure
Advising on the Patient Experience
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome
Acute Respiratory Infection
Alcohol Related Liver Disease

BP

Blood Pressure

CCG

Clinical Commissioning Group

CRESTA
CQ
CQC
CT

Clinics for Research and
Service in Themed Assessments
Chloroquine phosphate
Care Quality Commission
Computed Tomography

FLI

Fatty Liver Index

GIT
GP

Gastrointestinal Tract
General Practitioner (doctor)

HAV
HCC
HCQ
HCRG
HCV
HDU
HE
HEV
HIV
HPB
HRCT

Hepatitis A Virus
Hepatocellular carcinoma
Hydroxychloroquine
Hepatobiliary Clinical Reference Group
Hepatitis C Virus
High Dependency Unit
Hepatic Encephalopathy
Hepatitis E Virus
Human immunodeciency virus
Hepato-Pancreato-Biliary
High-Resolution CT

ICU
ITU

Intensive Care Unit
Intensive Therapy Unit

LFT

Liver Function Test

MRC

Medical Research Council

MRI
NAFLD
NASH
NFIB

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease
Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis
National Fraud Intelligence
Bureau
National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence
National Health Service
National Institute for Health Research
Non-steroidal anti-inammatory drug

NICE
NHS
NIHR
NSAID
PALS
PBC
PPE
PPI/E
PSC

Patient Advice and Liaison Services
Primary Biliary Cholangitis
Personal Protective Equipment
Patient and Public
Involvement/Engagement
Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis

TED
TX
T2DM

technology, entertainment, design
Transplant
Type 2 Diabetes

UIOLI
URSO

Us It Or Lose It
Ursodeoxycholic acid

(we will update this glossary every issue)
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Cover photo by
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Chairman
We have delivered an extra issue of the
LIVErNEWS this Autumn to try to keep
everyone in the loop regarding the
COVID-19 Pandemic, our
arrangements and that of the
government.
As you probably already know, we have
been unable to hold our Autumn Fair
this year. The Great North Run has
been cancelled and we won’t be able to
hold our Carol Service or Christmas
Dinner. Our arrangements in response
to the pandemic have included handing
over our flat for the use of visiting
medics coming to Newcastle to help
combat the virus, removing all of our
printed leaflets from all of our notice
boards in hospitals and holding live
Zoom meetings with guest speakers.
We have also been using our social
media outlets (facebook and twitter) to
inform people about what has been
happening and where to go for more
help or information. Whilst all of this is
very laudable, many of our members
(and many patients and carers who are
not members) can’t access social
media so could be missing out on
getting help. If you know anyone like
that and are permitted to visit them,
why not take along a tablet or laptop
and let them watch one of our lectures
or read a leaflet or two. Some of the
leaflets available via our website can
be printed out so you might like to help
them by printing out a leaflet and taking
it along.
There’s a big thank you in this issue to
LIVErNEWS Issue 72

my fellow governors for contributing
articles - a wonderful testimony to what
people have been through and what
they are up to during the pandemic. It’s
lovely to see everyone pulling together.
On the subject of thanks, I have to say
a really big thank you to Dr Harriet
Mitchison of Sunderland Royal who is
retiring this month. Harriet has been a
member of our Medical Advisory
Committee (MAC) for many years and
will be a sorely missed. She has been
the clinical lead for hepatology at
Sunderland Royal since she moved
there from Newcastle Hospitals and
has helped hundreds, if not thousands
of liver patients in Sunderland and the
surrounding area over many years.
Thank you Harriet from everyone at
LIVErNORTH (how will we replace
you?).
Another person we are deeply indebted
to is Rev’d Nigel Goodfellow, lead
Chaplain at the Newcastle NHS Trust
who is retiring at the end of October.
Nigel is also a LIVErNORTH governor
and has said he will stay on if we want
him to (yes, please, we very much do!).
Nigel has been a gentle, inspirational
and compassionate minister to the sick
and injured in the Newcastle Hospitals
and beyond for many years as well as
being a mentor to and leader of the
NUTH Chaplaincy team. Thank you,
Nigel my friend.
There is a lot in this issue and I trust
you will enjoy reading it as much as I
have. Stay safe everyone - common
sense will get us through this.
Best wishes,
John
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ZOOM Diary Dates 2020

All of our live meetings and events are postponed until further notice.
We are holding Zoom meetings online. If you would like to take part in future
meetings (via Zoom), please email us and register on info@livernorth.org.uk
stating ZOOM MEETING in the subject line.
Our first ZOOM meeting was Dr Mark Hudson online at 7.00 p.m. on
Wednesday 29th July when he gave us a brilliant insight into his unpublished
work ‘The Burden of Liver Disease’.
We had an excellent talk from Consultant
Hepatologist Dr Stuart McPherson on 29th
September explaining the ENHANCE study
which LIVErNORTH fully funded. Pictured right,
Dr McPherson is receiving his LIVErNORTH pen
from our Secretary Sarah Murphy who (luckily!)
happens to work with Stuart at the Freeman. The
video of his talk will be available on our YouTube
channel once we sort out a few technicalities. In
the meantime you can view all of our talks on
YouTube (see next page for details).
Our next live ZOOM meeting will be on 3rd
November at 16:30 with Professor Quentin
Anstee - do email us for the joining details.
For early December we have booked Professor David Jones - we will publish
the date and time as soon as possible using social media and email.

WE ARE STILL SUPPORTING YOU AND WE ARE STILL HERE FOR
YOU ON THE HELPLINE, ONLINE, ON OUR WEBSITE, VIA EMAIL,
FACEBOOK, TWITTER, HEALTH UNLOCKED & ISSUU.
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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LIVErNORTH on
You can access lots of our talks and videos on YouTube. Go to YouTube in your
browser (h ps://www.youtube.com/) and type livernorth into the search bar.
When it loads, click on ‘videos’, and you will see the talks and videos that are
currently available.
Or... scan the QR code on the right with your smartphone...
BRIEFINGS
Sept 2015
Dr Quen n Anstee NAFLD
Oct 2015
Prof Derek Manas Liver Transplanta on
March 2016 Dr Peter Li ler
Interven onal Radiology
Oct 2016
Mr Jeremy French A Case to Remember
March 2017 Dr Robert Samuel ITCH in PBC and other liver diseases
July 2017
Dr Kate Hallsworth NAFLD Lifestyle Interven ons
Sept 2017
Mr Colin Wilson
Liver Perfusion
Oct 2017
Dr Koﬁ Oppong
Endoscopy in Liver Disease
March 2018 Dr Lin Lee Wong
UK-AIH Study
May 2018
Prof David Jones
The Revolu on Moves On (PBC)
June 2018
Prof Dave Talbot
The Eﬀect of the Media on Transplanta on
Sept 2018
Mr Jeremy French Human Factors in Surgical Crisis
March 2019 Rahul Bhugra
The Yellow Card Scheme
March 2019 Prof David Jones
PBC
March 2019 Dr Anand Reddy
QE Hospital Liver Services
May 2019
Prof Derek Manas Transplant Ma ers
June 2019
Mr Colin Wilson
Liver Perfusion Update
July 2019
Dr Steve Masson
Research Update
Sept 2019
Dr Jess Dyson
AIH/PBC/PSC clusters & ﬁndings
Oct 2019
Mr Jeremy French Training Transplant Surgeons
April 2020
Prof Ma Wright
Environmental chemicals and PBC
TEDx TALK
A pa ent’s perspec ve | Tilly Hale | TEDxNewcastle
DVD (not interac ve)
A Pa ent's Guide to PBC
MOTION GRAPHIC
Understanding Tests and Their Results in Healthcare – LIVErNORTH
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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Book review: PBC, by Professor David Jones.
As soon as I saw a tweet about David Jones' new
book about PBC, written for patients and others with
an interest in the condition, I went online and
bought it. And as soon as it arrived, I read it. In his
introduction, Prof. Jones writes that he has long
been surprised that there wasn't a book about PBC
for patients. I agree. The wonderful LIVErNORTH
DVD about PBC is really useful and has helped many,
many people over the years to understand the
condition and hear from other people how they
experience it, but a book for patients covering all
aspects of PBC is also incredibly helpful.
I've had PBC and been involved with LIVErNORTH for over a decade now.
I'm also my mother's daughter, and since her diagnosis in the 1980s I have
soaked up some of the vast knowledge she had acquired as a PBC patient.
So I already know a lot about PBC. But this book is bang up to date, and I
certainly learnt new things from reading it. There was also a lot that I knew
already - but it was strangely comforting to read that I am not the only
person who has worried that I may have dementia, as the cognitive
symptoms of PBC affected my ability to string a sentence together,
remember conversations I'd had only minutes before, or name common
objects.
The chapter I most enjoyed reading is the one dealing with the symptoms
of PBC. I am fortunate not to experience itch. Fatigue is a different matter,
however. My life has been very much affected by fatigue for years now – it
has impacted my work, my family life, holidays, tness, you name it. Prof.
Jones writes on page 121: 'One of the things I nd most puzzling in PBC is
why doctors nd it so easy to accept that itch is “real”, whilst at the same
time believing adamantly that fatigue is not.' Luckily for me, I've been under
liver specialists who recognise that fatigue is denitely real, though sadly
there are no effective treatments for it. However, trying to explain it to
other people has often felt like a challenge too far. I'd like to think this book
will help others to explain it to their family and friends.
I was also very glad to see acknowledgement of the importance of patient
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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support groups that 'do an excellent job in helping PBC patients with the
practical and emotional problems that can arise with their diagnosis' (p.
152), and that also champion research. For me, getting to know other
people with PBC (and other forms of liver disease), being involved in
research into liver disease, and being part of LIVErNORTH, have all been
incredibly important. This is what has really helped me to learn to live with
PBC and 'own the disease'.
The nal chapter, called simply 'The Future', gives a personal view of what
needs to happen and what might reasonably come to pass. The rst item
on the list is 'A treatment for fatigue'. It is 8 years since my mum shared
her experience of PBC and fatigue in a 'Patient Perspective' article in the BMJ
https://www.bmj.com/content/345/bmj.e7004.full.print.
LIVErNORTH and others have done a huge amount to raise awareness of
fatigue in PBC, as have the liver team at Newcastle. Despite all this, Prof.
Jones writes on page 159: 'I have spent over 10 years trying to understand
and treat fatigue in PBC, and yet every time I talk about it I have to
respond to “experts” saying it does not exist.'
The last item in this chapter about the future is 'Prevention or cure'. I would
love to think there will be a way to prevent PBC ever developing, or to cure
it once it has. I would dearly like to hope that people of my daughter's
generation will not have to adapt their lives around ongoing fatigue,
cognitive problems, or other symptoms of PBC. In this era of Covid-19,
they will have enough to contend with. I am going to take this nal chapter
of the book as a prediction, and I am going to hope it all happens very
soon.
David Jones' book is denitely helpful and comprehensive. I'm glad it's
available, and I am sure people will nd it useful, whether for themselves or
as a way of informing family and friends about their condition. Taken in
combination, this book, the LIVErNORTH PBC DVD, the LIVErNEWS
newsletter, and the chance to hear from other people with PBC are a great
package to help us 'own our disease', and make living with PBC feel more
manageable.
Fiona Hale
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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In the absence of an Autumn Fair this year, I thought I’d share this
memory from 2018:
I've read those ridiculous encounters where a politician has been asked
about how much a pint of milk is and responded with £2.50 and how I
laughed... I had to buy the groceries in for the LIVErNORTH annual
Autumn Fair Tea & Cake stall yesterday and now have to return about half
the stuff. You mean 3x500mg jars of mayonnaise is too much to make 20
tuna mayo sandwiches and 3 large jars of coffee is a bit excessive for about
60 cups of coffee? Bought about 2/3 too much sugar, 240 box of tea bags
are now known to be enough for about three autumn fairs. Used about a
tablespoon of the two bottles of Fairy that I bought... at least I can use
some of the extras for meetings
and the at that we sponsor.
Luckily I kept the receipts!
(Disclaimer: This is my rst time
running the refreshments stall
JJJ)
(Another disclaimer: I am a human
adult person that has gone
grocery shopping before)
That’s my mum-in-law, Flo, and
Linda (a fellow volunteer) in the
photo with me.
Marian Godwin-Clifford

You can now donate or fundraise for us via GoldenGiving.
Check it out using the link below (no donation necessary)
https://www.goldengiving.com/w/livernorth
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From the Newcastle Hospitals Facebook Page:
Join us as we applaude the rst
winners of our newly launched
‘People at our Heart’ awards
through which we recognise and
celebrate the outstanding efforts of
those amongst our people who
'make us proud' and best represent
the Trust Values. And we have
received some truly exceptional nominations during these recent,
challenging months.
Sue Bentley – a senior sister on Ward 7 at the Freeman Hospital is one of
our individual winners, nominated by the family of a patient for going
above and beyond. They said: “Sue’s level of care, compassion and
commitment to each patient, and their loved ones, is a credit to the
nursing profession.”
Catherine – a staff nurse on Ward 9 at the Freeman Hospital was also
nominated for the exceptional care she provided for a particular patient
and his wife, during his nal days before dying. The nomination said: “The
care and compassion she showed is second to none and for that we are
grateful.”
The team on Ward 48 were nominated for what the patient cited as
maintaining exceptional standards of care. “As a patient with complex
physical and psychological needs, I have never before received such an
excellent standard of care as I have from the staff on this ward, particularly
the ward sisters.”
Congratulations to all our winners, those who were highly commended and
everyone who was
nominated.
Read the full list of
nominations on the
trust facebook page on
12th August - there are
28 pages.
Sue Bentley, Senior
Sister, Ward 7, Freeman
Hospital :
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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My father spent his last few months at the Freeman hospital. He received
amazing care in wards 5, 6 and 7 over the past couple of years
however, there is one nurse who truly stood out, both to us and to him.
She is Senior Sister Sue Bentley. Sue’s level of care, compassion and
commitment to each patient, and their loved ones, is a credit to the
nursing profession. She truly is the epitome of what it means to describe
nursing as a vocation as opposed to simply a job. The one example
I think truly shows this is how she helped Dad the day before he
died. Having been increasingly weaker in the previous weeks, he rallied
that day, managing to get out of bed, shower and change, ready for the
arrival of his family. Sue personally helped him to shave and smarten
himself up for me, my mum and my brother. He was so very pleased
with himself that he’d managed this and insisted on her coming to meet
with us later that day. Despite how busy she was, she readily came in
and chatted. Small touches like this make a world of difference to all
involved. The extra level of care Sue brings to her patients and their
families seems to be the very encompassment of ‘the personal touch’.
Dad didn’t feel like ‘just another patient’ in her care and we felt he was in
safe hands knowing how she was looking out for him.
In Ancient Greece, Socrates had a great reputation of wisdom.
One day, someone came to ﬁnd the great philosopher and
said to him:
- Do you know what I just heard about your friend?
- A moment, replied Socrates. Before you tell me, I would
like to test you the three sieves.
- The three sieves?
- Yes, continued Socrates. Before telling anything about the
others, it's good to take the time to ﬁlter what you mean. I
call it the test of the three sieves. The ﬁrst sieve is the
TRUTH. Have you checked if what you're going to tell me is true?
- No, I just heard it.
- Very good! So, you don't know if it's true. We continue with the second sieve, that of
KINDNESS. What you want to tell me about my friend, is it good?
- Oh, no! On the contrary.
- So, questioned Socrates, you want to tell me bad things about him and you're not even sure
they're true? Maybe you can still pass the test of the third sieve, that of UTILITY. Is it useful that I
know what you're going to tell me about this friend?
- No, really.
- So, concluded Socrates, what you were going to tell me is neither true, nor good, nor useful.
Why, then, did you want to tell me this?
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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NURSES TRAINING DAY 14TH MAY, 1999
When looking through some old paperwork recently I came across this article. I
realise that it is now 21 years since it was written but considering livernorth has
now celebrated 26 years I thought it was quite apt to present this once again.
Please understand that some doctors and nurses may not be referred to
correctly. This presentation was made in the lecture theatre in the basement of
the Freeman Hospital. The audience was made up of donor families, recipients
families, consultants, doctors, nurses, paramedics and transplant co-ordinators.
Approximately 14 years ago now I was made aware that I had a condition called
Polycystic Kidney Disease. My Mum had already been suffering from this for quite
some time and a consultant who happened to be doing research decided to
perform some tests on myself, my brothers and my sister. The results at that time
were my sister and I were affected. However it was explained at that time it could
just as easily been any combination whatsoever and not necessarily just the
females.
Some years later after moving to Newcastle and having regular checks at the
Freeman under Professor Wilkinson I complained of having a bloated abdomen. A
CT scan detected that I had developed the same disease on my liver and the cysts
that were covering my kidneys had now covered the surface of my liver, which was
in turn causing the bloated feeling. Soon after that I began attending the Liver
Clinic under Mr Wright. He monitored me for some time but eventually realised
that there was nothing further he could do and passed me over to the Transplant
Clinic under Mr Derek Manas and Dr Mark Hudson.
My abdomen had become extremely large and it was like walking around pregnant,
only it went on longer than 9 months. Over the following 18 months or so I was
admitted to the Freeman on a number of occasions for a laparoscopy. This enabled
the doctors initially to drain some of the larger cysts which in turn relieved some
of the pain I had become used to as the liver was so large. Eventually however it
was again realised that the procedure was no longer effective and therefore it was
decided that I should be assessed for a liver transplant. I had the assessment in
December of 1994 and at the same time was prescribed morphine slow release
tablets to help me with the considerable pain I was in. The assessment itself
revealed that the liver had grown to such a considerable size that it had pushed out
of place some of my internal organs, one of which was my heart, which ended up
underneath my shoulder blade.
In early January of 1995 I attended the transplant clinic as usual and Mr Manas
gave me a bleep and explained that I was now on the 'Live' list for a transplant. At
this time not only was I working full time but had also been going through a
divorce for the previous 12 months as well. However by the middle of January I
caught a nasty chest infection and I was advised to nish work so I could recover
and be as well as possible for when a liver became available. During this time I had
to have a number of live virus injections as after the transplant my immune system
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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would not be strong enough cope with these. Also a priority was to ensure that I
saw my solicitor and made a will in the unlikely event that I did not survive the
operation.
By the end of January everything was arranged. I had become very breathless and
was physically unable to take any exercise at all.
So, in need of a bit of moral support and pampering I decided to visit my parents
in Blackpool. Whilst there one night, it was 11.15 p.m., the family and I had all
just returned from a meal out and the telephone rang. It turned out to be Pam
Buckley the transplant co-ordinator ringing to say a liver had become available. My
parents who were self-employed in a family run business at the time went into warp
factor 20 mode straight away………..Whilst I went upstairs to pack my things.
About 4 hours later going via my at in Gateshead (where I proceeded to sort out
post and water the plants!), we arrived on Ward 12. Various blood tests and swabs
were taken straight away, before having a bath and changing into a gown ready for
surgery.
At this point it was approximately 5am and as I was not due in theatre until 7am it
meant my parents and I had time to reect on what had happened and what was
about to happen. It was a strange feeling as I did not feel nervous at all, in fact to
this day I must admit that this may have been my own way of dealing with the
situation; by that I mean by not actually acknowledging the fact that I was seriously
ill with a condition that I would die from if the transplant did not happen. And yet
we knew that the latter itself was not without its own risks. Also I considered the
will I had made and to whom I had left my possessions. These were obviously
thoughts that I could not talk to my parents about as I knew that they were trying
to be strong for my sake and in turn doing their utmost to keep me feeling
positive.
I remember when the trolley came to take me down to theatre. I climbed on and
said to Mum and Dad “well, this is it”. At that point we hugged and kissed each
other. They walked with me down to theatre. We said our good-byes. This was the
worst point for me as I knew that however slight the possibility, there was a chance
that I would never see them again.
After the operation I was kept in ITU for about 2 days where my parents were with
me constantly, and then transferred back onto the High Dependency on Ward 12.
Over the following 3 weeks or so there were various problems although not
entirely unexpected ones. I'll always remember the day I was reading my horoscope
in a magazine and it said 'you are in the thick of it right now'; How true that was
the magazine will never know, especially considering that not only was Mr Thick the
Director of Liver Services at the time but he was also one of the surgeons in on my
operation! Also during this period I had my rst of several rejection episodes
which were going to happen over the next few months.
About 2 months after my operation and twice weekly visits to the out patients
clinic, I was re-admitted back into the Freeman as it turned out that I had
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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developed the Cyto-Megalo virus from my donors liver. The treatment for this
took about 3 weeks but was dealt with admirably by Doctor Hudson and his team.
The date of the transplant was February 17th 1995 and from this date to
Christmas of that same year I spent quite a long time in hospital. During this time
it was more comforting to receive a caring touch on the arm or a kind
understanding comment from a member of the nursing staff than to be given co
codamol or morphine. When patients are unwell especially those who are readmitted onto Ward 12 on a number of occasions because of rejection etc, you
quite easily become demoralised, even more so when other patients come in after
you and are discharged before you. From a personal point of view it was important
for me to know that I actually mattered, and that people actually cared, had
sympathy and also some empathy towards my situation.
As you may well imagine Ward 12 became like “home from home” and many of
the staff became my second family. I often used to do the tea round during the day
and also on occasions did the washing up. Sometimes on a Friday or Saturday
evening I used to send out for pizza with the nursing staff that was on duty that
night. I was also (although I honestly don't know why) given the name “the gobby
one” by the nursing staff. Apparently they could always hear me coming before
they could see me!
Over the last 3 years (that is since my transplant in 1995) I have been attending
the out patients clinic regularly and overall things have been going very well. I
suffered from Hepatitis in June of 1996, which as always was dealt with by Dr
Hudson, Mr Manas and their team. Apart from this there have been several
adjustments to my main medication FK506 which is usually dealt with by telephone
call a few days after a visit when blood test results become available.
Unfortunately at the beginning of February this year (1999) I suffered a rejection
of my donated liver, just a fortnight before my 4th year anniversary. Whilst this was
unusual the treatment itself followed a familiar pattern. The rejection was
diagnosed after a liver biopsy, a procedure which is done under local anaesthetic.
The treatment was a course of methal prednisolone which is administered
intravenously whilst in isolation as your immune system is severely weakened.
However, I recovered quickly soon afterwards.
There is a Group called LIVErNORTH based here in the Freeman Hospital which
offers support, care, understanding and information to all liver patients and their
carer's, families, and friends. They have regular gatherings in the hospital to which
everyone is invited. If anyone is interested in attending these meetings and in turn
therefore learning more about liver disease itself please let me know. One
important thing about liver disease is that there are over 100 of them and only 3
(as of May 1999) are related to alcohol. Over the years many liver patients
including myself have had to live with the prejudice that because you are a liver
patient your condition was brought on by alcohol, an assumption which can be
very hurtful.
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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It is extremely important for a transplant patient's family and friends etc. to remain
strong and supportive throughout. One thing that must not be forgotten though is
that in turn it must obviously be distressing for a relative to see a family member
seriously ill and being powerless in being able to help. I am in the position of
having been on both sides of the coin. Last year (1998) my Mum died after many
years of ill health (including a kidney transplant) after having 2 massive brain
haemorages and major brain surgery. We knew she was going to die, so Dad and I
informed the doctors we wished her organs to be donated for transplant.
Unfortunately though, this was not possible because of other complications.
Finally this brings me on to a special group of people without whom neither myself
nor thousands of other people would be here today. The donor families. Having
been through the heartache of having to make that brave decision I have complete
empathy with the tragic circumstances surrounding these last moments. What else
can I say other than thank you for giving me my life back to live.
IN MEMORY OF COLIN TAYLOR WHO DIED ON MAY 13TH 2019.
DEBBIE LOVELL
FOND MEMORIES FROM CHILDHOOD
As children we were extremely fortunate. Each year we were taken abroad (bearing
in mind I am 57) for a family holiday. It was always somewhere sunny and hot. We
went to places like Spain, Ibiza and Majorca. Mostly we stayed in either villas or
apartments. Dad sometimes hired a car and we would travel all over. Our favourite
destination was the beach as it would be for most children. I remember we would
have blow up beach balls and lilos. Mum would of made a picnic lunch which
would consisted of chunks of bread, ham, cheese, tomatoes, hard boiled eggs and
a drink. We always loved those dinners!
Lastly the thing we always played was sitting all together in a circle and singing 'I
You're Happy and You Know It Clap Your Hands' ………………………Because we
were!
Please send us a story of your own family memories!
DEBBIE LOVELL

If there ever comes a day when we can’t be together,
keep me in your heart, I’ll stay there forever.
(Winnie the Pooh)
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Memory Lane – Growing up with my Mam
I know we all have memories throughout our lives. From childhood, growing up,
teenage years into adulthood and then the years roll on. Through this pandemic, it
has made me consider life and what I've done and considered who I am today.
My earliest memory, is of being put into a pram with reins attached. I can still
visualise it, so old fashioned by today's standards. But this was 1950, I clearly
remember the house and the living room. We had a china cabinet with a silver shell
shaped dish with a glass liner and lid. In this, were small yellow sugar chicks. As a
treat my Mam told me to climb onto the settee, and sit right back ( I recall it being
a task to do this as I was young),think I'd be around 18+ months she would the
open the cabinet and take a chick out, give me one….Yum sweetness. Now I think
about it, maybe it was a means of keeping me still for a while.
I was born in a small village in Surrey my Mam was a trained cook who had worked
in service, my father a baker, therefore the reason for the sugar chicks, these were
made and put in the dish to keep dry for use on cakes.
Some of the history around that time, I don't remember, but was told of them.
Being slightly older at 2, I had a friend next door we were playing digging in their
garden making mud pies. We then went into the garden shed where a tin of silver
paint had been left open with brushes in…. seemingly with much joy we painted
each other. Well it wasn't our fault it was left there!!
Life is not always a bed of roses and happy memories. When I was 3, Mam had to
move back to her native north east with 3 children and start life as a single mum.
Mam was born in 1914, left school at 13. The eldest of 4 she was the one
expected to help at home and when in service sent money home. She always
worked, and sometimes 2-3 jobs to t in with me being the youngest and
schooling. She had hard times, but we had a warm welcoming home, were well fed
and loved.
I can look back and mull over memories and events. We had little money, but many
families then were the same. The difference being that the focus on home and
family. Mam never had an independent social life, never went out, other than with
family.
She made beautiful cakes; friends and family always sought her out for celebrations
weddings, christenings, birthdays etc. I had a lovely 4 tier wedding cake shaped like
the old three pence. The grandchildren requested what they wanted for designs on
birthday cakes.
She made sure we could cook and we learnt a lot from her. Due to being a trained
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cook, and her work in service, it was always good fresh food made from scratch;
she could create lovely meals from shopping and budgeting. She made the best
bread, while I can make a good bread it never tastes like Mams. She always made
our friends welcome and would feed them, could always add a little extra and
stretch a meal. I don't know what she would have made of the food banks today.
My friends liked to come to my home, they always made comments about the food
on offer.
I have 2 cookery books from Mam, one she had from her service training days and
one which is some handwritten recipes she got from elderly relatives.
Mam sewed and could create what I wanted from materials. She made all my
clothes, looking back I had some really pretty dresses, and hand knitted cardigans
and boleros which I probably didn't appreciate. If I look at old photos, from early
on my small dresses were all hand smocked. I still have her button tin and some
bits and pieces from her sewing, knitting needles and patterns that are old some
belonging to my grandmother.
In hindsight, as a teenager I could be difcult, and often expected too much.
Another memory, I was around 14, I asked Mam to make me a skirt I wanted it
grey with dungaree style straps and kick pleats in another colour. Just like the one
I'd seen in a magazine. The skirt was made from a remnant with some tartan taken
from another old skirt for the straps and pleats. I loved that skirt.
In the 60's I wanted a vest style top which was popular at the time. But not
something I could afford to buy, Mam was able to take 2 new men's vests, one
plain, one a string style cut and remodel… hey presto, one acceptable
replacement.
I was 14 when I got conrmed, she made me a two piece sensible A line skirt with
matching short sleeved blouse in cream. Then she made the same outts for 2 of
my friends also taking rst communion, one in pink and one in blue, we thought
we were so “cool”.
On one occasion I remember Mam decided the 3 piece suite was looking worn,
she managed to get a bolt of material cheap at a market. She stripped the suite,
used the current material as a pattern and set to recovering a settee and two
armchairs.
My sister took to sewing like Mam and she made my wedding dress and
bridesmaid dresses. Mam made all the headpieces by taking Guipure lace,
unpicking sections taking small pieces to cover pre made shapes. All hand
stitched. She did beautiful silk embroidery, and always had something on the go
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either sewing knitting or embroidery, as well as cooking, baking and reading.
Mam was a wonderful Gran, she had 5 Grandsons. Her speciality was always to
spend quality time with them, make things out of paper and cardboard, bake with
them and make them happy.
Unfortunately Mam was diagnosed with PBC, it was so unknown, she had little
medication only Questran and later vitamin K injections. She really did suffer with
the itch and was able to bear this with fortitude. She saw it as something that she'd
just have to get on with. Things have moved on so much since then, alas I
inherited the PBC and I've got medication to help which wasn't around for mum.
Like Mam this is something I've to live with, life is for living and making the best of.
As Mam got older, she enjoyed some holidays, always with family either us(her
children) or her sister and later with a friend who was a neighbour. She encouraged
us to travel wider, wishing she'd been able to in her young years. Then she loved us
giving her in depth details of what we did, with photographs to mull over. I always
tried to bring her something meaningful back from our travels. We visited
Jerusalem I brought back a hand carved cross which we took in the church of the
nativity, for a blessing.
She had this hung in place at her door to be seen on entering/leaving the house.
When we went to China I brought back silk material , which my sister made into
dresses for her.
I am so grateful for the home life we had. With so many happy memories, above all
know we were loved. What have I learnt from my Mam and growing up? Oh so
much, at the time I hadn't appreciated just what I was learning. They are:·
Family is important; be nice to others
·
The ability to cook/bake
·
Being sensible about money, I still have a problem with spending. I like to
get a bargain and will look at a price tag and say I'm not paying that, even though I
can afford it.
·
Knitting /sewing/making things i.e crafts
·
A lust to travel and see the world
·
I am my mother's daughter
In our current climate of Covid, have we as a society learnt anything? Yes initially,
people were focussed on helping others. Or volunteering to help others, delivering
shopping and medicines. But, and it is a big but, will it continue-through lockdown
did we learn to help ourselves or not.
Only time will tell, Liz Bennett
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OBITUARY - Joan Reed
It is with great sadness that I have to
inform you of the death of Joan Reed,
who died on 26th September, aged 83
years.
Joan was a lovely lady who was greatly
respected, admired and loved by so
many people. Joan was the beloved
wife of the late Arthur, much loved
mam of Susan and Kevin, mother-inlaw of Jayne, dearly loved grandma of
David, Andrew, Sarah, Joanna and their partners Jenna, Molly and Michael,
devoted great-grandma of Ava, Zach and Riley and a special sister to
George.
For many years, Joan supported LIVErNORTH with the time she gave
helping at the annual fair as well as by offering support and friendship to so
many people at our general meetings. Joan lived life to the full, having been
given ‘The Gift of Life’ on 17th August 1995. The photographs show Joan
helping to run the toiletries stall with her good friend Peggy Oliver and on
the pool side with another good friend, the late Tilly Hale, at Felling Baths
when they were both participants in the British Transplant Games 2000. It
has been our pleasure and privilege to count Joan as a friend; she will be
greatly missed by all those who were fortunate enough to have known her.
A private family funeral will take
place at Newcastle West Road
Crematorium; Joan’s family have
requested donations, if desired,
to LIVErNORTH.
Our thoughts and prayers are with
all her family and friends.
Joan Bedlington
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BLUE TIT NEST BOX DIARY
Last October, I decided to build a nest box for the garden using a plan
obtained from the excellent Royal Society for the Protection of Birds web
site. It was made out of a single fence plank and xed it to the fence within
less than an hour. The box was put up at this time because birds tend to
look for nesting sites late in the year. Little did I think that lockdown would
provide me with the time to observe and enjoy the fascinating behaviour of
these common garden birds.
November: Saw blue tits and great tits showing interest in the box and some
seemed to use it as a roost over winter.
February/March: Lots of activity at the box. It was as if Bird Estate Agents had
arranged an open house viewing. Blue tits, great tits and tree sparrows all examined
the box, each had a good look inside and tested the wood with their beaks. Pairs of
birds appeared to be communicating with each other encouraging the other to take
a closer look. Such was the activity that I was convinced they were discussing the
décor and how it could be improved.
April: Finally, the blue tits must have arranged a mortgage
as they appeared at the box several times a day. They used
to sit together on the fence above the box and bob up and
down, appearing excited at the prospect of nesting. It was
difcult to distinguish between the sexes, but the male
used to puff out his feathers and look barrel chested (see
photo).
Female started nest building by taking in beak fulls of
moss, this lasted for two days then stopped, at which time
I thought that they had decided upon another site. She
then started building again six days later with ne straw,
hair and feathers. Apparently, this is normal as they try to
manage the hatching of the eggs with the abundance of
caterpillars.
May: Female seen most mornings going into the box but did not stay for long, she
was then always seen with the male in the garden.
Female started to stay in the box, presumably brooding eggs. At this point, noticed
she had a distinct line down the front of her breast where she had plucked out her
feathers to create a “brood pouch”so that the eggs come in direct contact with the
skin to improve brooding of the eggs (see picture). Most mornings she would
come out for a minute or so, for ight exercise and then return. During this time,
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the male would take her regular food (meals on wings), either in the box or give
her food on the occasions she had a break from brooding the eggs (see photo).
Both parents taking food into the box, initially
what looked like small aphids and later lots of
green caterpillars. The amount of feeding visits
the parents made to box, was truly incredible,
where they got the energy from I don't know.
During one period on the 25th of May they
made 15 visits in a 10 minute period. Overall, I
calculated that between them they made
approximately 5000 visits to the box with food,
two remarkable parents. Can you image foraging
for this amount of food…there is no Deliveroo
in the bird world, they have to do it all
themselves. Also, they had a varied diet, which included aphids, caterpillars,
spiders, lacewings and later peanuts and fat balls. As yet, we had no idea how
many young were in the nest. Around this time, the young frequently poked their
heads out of the box.
Tuesday, 2nd of June: Early morning, the female was seen looking into the box but
making no attempt to enter. During the next hour and a half I counted eight
youngsters leave and go into the surrounding trees. At the end of this time, the
male checked the box and then ew off to feed the edglings. Over the next three
weeks, the parents were seen still feeding the young birds which were hidden in the
foliage. At one stage a month after edging, seven youngsters were seen with the
parents. They then disappeared from the garden. It really was a privilege to observe
these hard working parents and the effort they put in to raising a large brood.
How a simple act of putting up a nest box could lead to increasing the number of
these delightful little birds. So if you want to help the bird population….. make and
install a nest box and get it up before next year. Hopefully, it will become occupied
and you too can enjoy and admire the effort the birds put in to raising their
brood.
Postscript
Just cleaned the old nest out of the box, so it is now ready for next year.
Alf Bennett, September 2020 (RSPB birdbox link below)
https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-families/family-wildchallenge/activities/build-a-birdbox/
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The Autumn Fair and the Covid Kaibosh – no 'roll up roll up' in 2020.
I'm writing this the day before the Autumn Fair would
normally take place, and feeling sad and nostalgic for the
'olden days'.
I really love the LIVErNORTH Autumn Fair. Our late patron,
Denise Robertson, used to always say that the Autumn Fair
marked the start of Christmas for her. I feel the same. It is a
bit like a big family gathering. Every year I look forward to
the rush of the tombola stall, the delicious cakes, pakoras
and bhajis people bake for the refreshment stalls, the chance
to buy some of the beautiful handicrafts people make as
early Christmas presents. I love the chat, the business, the
chance to catch up with people who knew my mum, and to
see old and new liver friends. For the last few years, some of
my close non-liver friends have also been part of spreading
the joy, by coming along, helping out on the tombola stall,
and spending their money too. I know it's a long day for
these helpers, who come for the setting-up in the morning,
and stay all afternoon, and I've been so grateful to them, and also loved
spending the day with them doing something a bit different to our usual
activities. (Penny, Hayley, Claire, Kristian, Holly – you know who you are!
Thank you!)
In this strange new world, Covid-19 and the restrictions we've all been
living under has already changed so much of our day to day lives. I'm really
sad that it's also taken away the LIVErNORTH Autumn Fair this year – but
am so grateful that through the newsletter, the website and the social media
we can still keep connected.
Sending Autumnal love to everyone.
Fiona x
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FACE MASKS
STILL AVAILABLE
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Hand Made.
Washable.
Reversible.
Pocket for extra
ﬁlter layer.
Adjustable nose
bridge.
Standard, large
& child sizes.

SUGGESTED DONATION
£5 to LIVErNORTH
EMAIL info@livernorth.org.uk
or call for details

Don’t be caught out...
order yours today and
we will post them to you promptly.
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Mask Fatigue? Sore Ears?
Look Here!
In accordance with our policy on
inclusivity (yes, it really is a word) we
have arranged for a native Geordie
speaker to translate the advertisement
for the pictured items into English.
His transcript follows his original
statement:
Made by a canny lass calld Brenda
from ower Prudder way, It taks th strayn off yer lugs. Fassen it ower the
lastic bands wot gan ower yer lugs an then purit ower yer heed makin shure
the mask gans ower yer gob an yer snozzle. If yer dee aal that it’ll be
champion. Thaas sum plastic ones anarl made by a mate of that lass Jo wot
mad the masks in Pont.
Translation:
Made by one of our supporters (Brenda Wilkin) living in the
Northumberland, this device helps to relieve any pressure on your ears.
Connect it to the two elasticated loops either side of the facemask and put
it over your head making sure that the mask ts snugly over your mouth
and nose. Fitted properly, you should nd this comfortable when wearing a
face mask for extended periods. We also have a few 3d-printed (plastic)
units made by Simon Tappin, a friend of Jo from Darras Hall - the lady who
has made hundreds of masks for us
to-date raising a magnicent
£4,355.99!
We have a limited quantity of these
but if you would like one, please email
us on info@livernorth.org.uk. or call
us on 0191 3702961 stating ‘wool’
or ‘plastic’. All we are asking is a
minimum donation of £1.
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Virtual Christmas Stall
On the opposite page you will see our virtual Christmas Stall
offering you the chance to start shopping for Christmas stocking llers:
Jo Harris (the lady behind the mask on page 23) has made:
Ÿ Dog Bandanas with velcro or ribbon fastenings available in a selection of fabrics
including Christmas designs. Sizes - small, medium or large.
Ÿ Lavender Bags each made in their own unique fabric with a choice of having a
ribbon loop for hanging in a wardrobe or without the loop for placing under a
pillow or in a drawer.
The little match box size gift boxes have been made by me and come with a little
hook for hanging on the Christmas Tree. They are available in Christmas wrap or
gift wrap. The verse reads:
A Gift of Love
This is a very special gift
That you can never see.
Be sure to not unwrap it
Please leave the ribbon tied
Just hold it close to your heart
It’s lled with love inside

To order any of the items please email me at info@livernorth.org.uk or
complete the order form below and post to freepost LIVERNORTH,
Alternatively call 0191 3702961 giving the details ;
Name & Address..............................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................
Item(s) required: (please write the number in the box)
Dog Bandanas: Small Medium Large
Lavender
With
Without
Bags
Loop
Loop
Christmas Fabric:
Random Fabric:
Gift of Love: Gift Wrap

Christmas
Wrap

Suggested Donation per item:
Dog Bandanas
£5
Lavender Bags
£3 or 2 for £5
Gift of Love
£2
(all include UK mainland postage)

Thanking you in anticipation for your support, Joan Bedlington.
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An Error in Local History
How facts you've believed in for years can be proved wrong.
Born in the village of Ryhope, from my early years my Grandmother always
proudly recited 3 facts about the village. Firstly, only one village in England
was called Ryhope. Secondly, it was an ancient village, rst mentioned in
the reign of King Athelstan in 930AD and nally it appeared in the most
important public document ever produced in England, the Domesday
Book.
During Lockdown I decided to research these facts further. Facts1&2
proved correct but to my surprise, fact 3 was completely wrong. Ryhope
did not appear in the Domesday book even when checked against the old
Anglo Saxon versions of Riop or Ryop. In fact, there is no mention of any
town or village in County Durham in the said book. Further research raised
many more interesting facts regarding this most important historical
document, some of which are given below:
Ÿ

The Domesday book was commissioned in December 1085 by
William the Conquerer ( nineteen years after his famous victory over
Harold in 1066). The rst draft was ready in August 1086, an
incredible achievement considering the amount of information which
had to be collected, it was written mostly in Medieval Latin by scribes
(no word processing in those days). It records the number of
households, the economic resources, who owned the land and the tax
paid to the King, for almost every settlement in England at that time.
As one observer said, “there was no single animal hide nor yard of land
nor indeed of one ox, nor one cow, nor one pig left out”. It was a
complete record of all people and wealth in each area on which the
amount of tax could be based. The old saying, “there are only three
certainties in life birth, death and taxes”, certainly applies here.

Ÿ

Originally, it was not called the Domesday book but the Great
Survey and later the Book of Winchester because it was housed in the
Royal Treasury based at Winchester. It was later called the Domesday
Book (although this term never appears in the actual book) as a
metaphor for the day of judgement, because its decisions like those of
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the last judgement could not be altered. Whatever was recorded was
legally binding. If ownership of property was disputed, what was
recorded was the nal word on the issue – there was no system of
appeal (no Supreme Court or European Court of Human Rights in
those days). In fact, as recently as the 1960s it was still referred to in
court cases regarding ancient land and property issues. The distribution
of land recorded shows, that the King and his family owned 17%, the
Church 23% and around 190 tenants in chief 54% ….so no building
societies in those days.
Ÿ

Two books actually make up the full Domesday book totally almost
900 pages and were known as the Great and Little Domesday. The
Great included 31 of the 34 Shires of Medieval England, remarkably
this was written by only one scribe and checked by one other. They
really must have burnt the midnight oil or candle as it was in 1086 to
get this done in time. Parts of Cumberland, Westmorland as well as
Northumberland were not included as it was considered that at this time
they had not yet been fully conquered. However, the County Palatine of
Durham was not included as the Bishop of Durham, William de St.Calais
had exclusive rights to decide taxation, hence the reason for Ryhope or
any town or village in the County not appearing in the Domesday book.
The Bishop was a Norman from Bayeux and the chief advisor to the
King, he was also credited with organising the collection of major parts
of the Domesday book information. However, his greatest claim to fame
must be that he commissioned the building of Durham Cathedral.

Ÿ

The Little Domesday book only contained information on the
counties of Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk. The entries for some major
towns such as the important Winchester and City of London failed to
make it into the book.

Ÿ

The nal book included 13,418 settlements in the English counties
which were south of the rivers of the Ribble and Tees. It is possible to
check out the locations of all these settlements on a integrated map
provided by the National Archives, readily available on the internet. If
you take the most northerly settlements across the country identied in
the book they would be Strickland near Staveley north of Kendal,
Lonton, south of Middleton in Teesdale and on the north east coast
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Marske by the Sea near Redcar. So large areas of the North never
appeared in the Book.
Ÿ

The amount of information contained in the complete Book is huge,
right down to the overall breakdown of who owned the land, to the
number of ploughmen and even the plough teams that existed. It include
the names of people. At this time people did not necessarily have a
surname, those that did, did not either inherit it or pass it onto
children. In many cases, surnames were merely nicknames and would
have varied generation to generation. The Normans introduced the idea
of using last names as surnames. Here are some of the names of people
which are to be found in the Domesday book, yes honestly they are
genuine!

Bernard Paunch Face
Humphrey Face of the Wolf
Roger God save the ladies
Humphrey Goldenbollocks
Hope you you have found this interesting. If you want to do do your own
research, the full book is available online through the National Archives and
includes a list of surnames which are still current today, so you can check
to see if you have one earliest recorded. A nal thought, if I had discovered
this information when my Grandmother was still alive, would I have told
her?. Yes, you have guessed it…no way.
Alf Bennett

A Good Communicator:
Always listens to you.
Always answers - even if it’s just to say ‘I heard you’.
Answers emails - even if it’s just to say ‘I got it, thanks’.
Answers phone calls - even if it’s just to say ‘Can I ring you back?’
Leaves phone messages - even if it’s just to say ‘just me, don’t worry’.
and is never too busy to say ‘sorry, busy at the moment, but I’ll answer asap’.
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Dear LIVErNORTH,
I have spent the last week in Ward 16 at Freeman
Hospital and have found the LIVErNORTH pamphlets
4, 5, 7, 12 & 14 very informative and useful.
I have copied the 'QR scan code' onto my mobile phone. I will share this
with others and promote your pamphlets when appropriate. I do voluntary
work with three organisations and am a member of two 12-step
programmes. I have met many others who share with battles and addictions
that impact on the liver. For me personally, having your pamphlets has been
hopefully a 'game-changer' for me!
I noticed that you may have LIVErNORTH supporter lapel pin badges.
However, there were none available in Ward 16. Would it be possible to
post one to me ?
Once I am further along in my recovery, I would like to know if you have
any volunteering opportunities.
Thank you and best wishes,
G (Newcastle) 1/8/2020
Hi. I would like to be removed from the mailing system please. My husband
sadly passed away in September 2019.
He was diagnosed 3 yrs ago with HCC and had been under the Liver Unit
at Freeman Hospital since they gave him one hour to live back in 1996
diagnosed with liver disease!!!
He was well known in Ward 12 as he was in there for 15 weeks as he also
suffered a stroke during that time.
We had a collection at his funeral and the proceeds went to the Liver Unit.
We will be forever grateful to the Freeman hospital team that helped and
cared for him back then.
God bless to you all and keep up the fantastic work.
Regards
DP
Tyne & Wear
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Solo Great North Run.
In 2019 I was critically unwell with Liver disease
and Liver cancer. I thought my time was up but last
year I received a life changing liver transplant. The
help and support I have received from the amazing
NHS, the transplant team at the Freeman hospital in
Newcastle and Livernorth has given me a second
chance. A chance to see my grandchildren grow up,
take them to their rst football match. A chance to
enjoy more time with my amazing wife , friends and
3 grown up children. As always my heart felt thanks
and thoughts are with the family who sadly lost a
loved one in order for me to have this new chance
at life. No words can express my condolences and
gratitude for their donation. Every year other
people are lucky and get treatment or an organ transplant that gives them a second
chance at life but sadly there are others who don't get this same chance.
LIVErNORTH is a charity that supports people living with all types of liver disease
as well as supporting their family and funding
research into liver disease. It is a charity that has
helped and supported me through my illness and
recovery and I can't speak highly enough about the
work they do. I am proud to be taking on the Solo
Great North Run challenge to raise money for
them. The challenge involves 40 walks/runs over 78
days from 28th June to the date of the virtual Great
North run on the 13th September. Any donations
are very welcome so that this charity can keep on
doing the great work they do.
Thank you.
Richard Dopierala
Thank you so much Richard - your target of £200 was smashed and the total now
stands at a brilliant £1456.25!
The top photograph is of Richard pre-transplant last August and the lower one is with his
daughter Anastasia (who did the virtual GNR for LIVErNORTH). The two boys are
Richard’s grandsons; the youngest he only saw for the ﬁrst time the weekend of the
GNR. He was in Freeman Hospital for his transplant when he was born and with COVID
and Shielding it had been impossible to meet them. (Ed)
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For Ginger Beer/Cordial & Ginger Cake lovers
Unable to get ginger beer during the lockdown, so started to experiment
on how to produce my own. I found that there was also an added bonus, in
that the residue ginger provided an added ingredient to a ginger cake.
Recipe - Ginger Beer/Cordial
Ingredients:
1 cupful (250ml) sugar
150 ml water
2 tablespoons of grated fresh ginger
Method
Peel the ginger, this is best done by using a teaspoon to scrape away the
peel, then grate. Make sure you retain as much of liquid as possible when
grating.
Put sugar and water into a saucepan and gently heat until sugar is
dissolved.
Add grated ginger to the pan, stir increase the heat (DO NOT BOIL) bring
to simmer. Take off the heat cover with lid and leave to cool for at least 2
hours to allow the ginger to infuse.
Strain the ginger infusion into a clean jug. Press the ginger with a spoon to
get all the liquid. Keep the ginger residue for the ginger cake.
Have ready a clean sterilised glass bottle, pour in the liquid.
REFRIGERATE – keeps approximately 1 week.
Dilute to taste, use sparkling water - Very refreshing.
After you have made your rst batch, you can modify by adding more or
less ginger for your palate.
Now for the bonus.
You can use the left over grated ginger to make a cake.
As follows:
This is a recipe I have used for a number of years (without the fresh ginger)
Adding this to my cake made a very good cake even better.
cont...
Recipe & method:
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85g butter
85g golden syrup
85g dark soft brown sugar
Put above into a pan heat gently until all melted together. Put aside to cool.
When cool mix in 100ml milk and 1 egg.
Pre heat oven 160c
170g SR our
1tsp bicarbonate of soda
Half tsp each of black pepper, mixed spice & cinnamon
1tsp dried ginger powder
Add dried ingredients to the liquid
Take the residue of ginger, about a third of the mix, place on a chopping
board and give it another good chop to make the bres smaller, add to mix.

Put the mix into a greased and lined loaf tin, for about 1 hr, cover with foil
half way through cooking. Leave in tin for 5 mins before turning onto a
cooling wire rack.
ENJOY! Alf & Liz Bennett

THE ONLY THING I TAKE SERIOUSLY IN THE
NEWSPAPERS IS FISH AND CHIPS AND I
TAKE THAT WITH A PINCH OF SALT.(ANON)

You can now donate or fundraise for us via GoldenGiving.
Check it out using the link below (no donation necessary)
https://www.goldengiving.com/w/livernorth
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HOW A LITTLE TIP WORKS
The following has kept me busy throughout lockdown.
I read a little tip on how to grow tomatoes, something I
haven't done myself. In the past we did have a
greenhouse but I had nothing to do with planting and
growing of plants, including tomatoes.
So this is the tip and the end product: Take a nice
tomato (I chose a baby plum). Cut a cross section through the middle,
about 3mm make sure it has pips in, take a small plant pot, (I used a used
an empty custard pot) ll with compost about 2/3rd, place the tomato slice
onto the compost cover with compost sprinkle with water and place on
sunny window sill. Keep giving small amounts of water don't let it dry. I
started this on 8th May in the middle of lockdown.
Watch for the growth, this happened quickly, germination in days, with lots
of tiny plants, around 30. These were pricked out into small pots after
only 2 weeks. I took 12 of the stronger looking ones. Then as these grew I
eventually chose 6 to keep as we were going to have put these in the
conservatory, the others had to go. I did ask around if anyone wanted to
give them a home.
The plants thrived and just like Jack's Beanstalk, they just kept growing. So
much that the conservatory has become the tomato house, and I've had to
move furniture out to accommodate them.
Exactly 3 months from planting the slice of
tomato I was picking the rst of these. Lovely
sweet tomatoes fresh from the plant!
If you fancy doing this, retain this article, make
a note to do this next May. They need to be
indoors (if no greenhouse) and they do need a
lot of water. You will also have to watch for
suckers which will grow and need removing to
ensure all benets go to the fruit.
Liz Bennett
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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£250
every
g
meetin

8 draws
a year

£2500
Annual J
u
Jackpot a wst £1
eek

LIVErNORTH LOTTERY
(FORMERLY THE NUMBERS CLUB)

Registered under the GAMBLING ACT 2005 with the city of Newcastle upon Tyne

£250 winning numbers in 2020:
JN
MAO
WAD
AL
DB

from Hetton
from Pelton
from Chester-le-St
from Springwell
from Northumberland

No 104
No 41
No 100
No 118
No 114

drawn online on 29/4/2020,
drawn online on 29/4/2020,
drawn online on 12/6/2020
drawn online on 29/7/2020
drawn online on 29/9/2020

All numbers drawn online during Zoom meetings with
LIVErNORTH governors until further notice.

Every penny raised goes to liver patient support - we have NO paid employees

To join the 2020 lottery please complete the form on the next page.
If you use online banking and would prefer to set up your own standing
order please email: info@livernorth.org.uk or phone 0191 3702961
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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LIVErNORTH Lottery application form
Your contact details
Name

Please use as your reference

Address
Postcode
Daytime telephone
E-mail
Preferred payment method

I conﬁrm that I am over 16

Standing order (please complete the form below)
Cheque (please enclose a minimum of 1 quarterly payment of £13)

Standing order form
Please pay to Nat West Bank, 2 Tavern Street, Ipswich, Suﬀolk IP1 3BD
Account: LIVERNORTH Charities Account Account no: 71298290 Sort code: 53-61-24

Your bank/building society’s details
Bank/building society name
Bank/building society address
Postcode
Account name
Sort code

Account No

Amount to be paid until further notice
£13
£52
quarterly on 1st Jan, 1st Apr, 1st Jul & 1st Oct
annually
Preferred ﬁrst payment date (or ASAP)
Date

Signature

Please return the completed form to freepost LIVERNORTH
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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you can donate online to LIVErNORTH via

What is what3words?
what3words is a really simple way to talk about location.
We have assigned each 3m square in the world a unique 3 word address that will
never change. For example ///lled.count.soap marks the exact entrance to
what3words’ London headquarters. 3 word addresses are easy to say and share,
and are as accurate as GPS coordinates. Our vision is to become a global standard
for communicating location. People use what3words to nd their tents at festivals,
navigate to B&Bs, and to direct emergency services to the right place.
Find your own three words here: https://what3words.com/
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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Most of the funnies you see in these pages are
sent from friends and colleagues or are freely
circulating via the internet. I am constantly on the
look out for more material so please send in
anything you have or have heard whilst out and
about. It doesn’t have to be ‘professional’ – your witty observations on life are always welcome.
If you’re feeling a bit low - read on... As they say, laughter is the best medicine!
Thanks for this issue go to Billy Venus, Jim Linclon, Peter Nyland, Carl Borgesson, David
Green, Stewart Ledger, Roger Magnall and ‘the internet’.

Helens Howlers

18

WARNING - SOME JOKES UNSUITABLE FOR CHILDREN - YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD!

I want to tell about a girl who only eats
plants. You’ve probably never heard of
herbivore.

said. "When we got married I thought
you were a brave man." “Yes," I replied,
"and so did all my friends.”

Took my son out for his rst pint the
other day. Got him a fosters, didn’t like
it, I had it. Got him a Stella, didn’t like
it, I had it. Tried him with Guinness
and Cider, didn’t like it. I had them. By
time he tried the whiskey I could hardly
push the pram.

The founder of Dulux paints has been
found dead at the top of a mountain.
A police spokesman said ‘He could
have done with another coat’.

It's been 10 years now, since I split up
with my rst love. I met her at the
counter at Tesco's petrol station.
We were to be married, but she broke
off the engagement after 6 months. I
was devastated. Everytime I visit the
place now, I can't help lling up.
Today at the store I saw an X to stand
on. I’ve seen too many roadrunner
cartoons so I’m not falling for that
one.
People who use German words in
conversation really annoy me.
I wish they'd keep Shtum.
The wife and I were having a massive
row. “I'm so disappointed in you," she
LIVErNEWS Issue 72

Had a meal delivered last night from
the new French restaurant in town. It
had been highly recommended by
several people so didn't mind paying
the high price. We ordered the
Napoleon chicken with Mediterranean
veg and Rosemary and Garlic roast
potatoes, when it arrived it smelt
divine got it opened ready to serve.
Really disappointed with what we saw
there was no meat on the chicken
carcass it was just a skeleton.
I was fuming so rang the restaurant to
complain, I really ripped into the girl
that answered the phone, she called
over the chef for me to speak to. I let
him have it with both barrels £50 for
this it's a disgrace. Once he could
speak he said Sir, you ordered the
Napoleon Chicken did you not realise
for that we have to use the
BONYPART.
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I wanted to see Gene Pitney in concert
in Ireland and was delayed when the
Ferry broke down. I was only 24 hours
from Ulster.
My wife and I have taken up
woodworking as a hobby. A friend said
he didn’t know either of us were
carpenters. I told him we’ve only just
begun.
A farmer stopped by the local
mechanic shop to have his truck xed.
They couldn't do it while he waited, so
he said he didn't live far and would just
walk home. On the way home he
stopped at the hardware store and
bought a bucket and a gallon of paint.
He then stopped by the feed store and
picked up a couple of chickens and a
goose.. However, struggling outside the
store he now had a problem - how to
carry his entire purchases home. While
he was scratching his head he was
approached by a little old lady who
told him she was lost.. She asked, 'Can
you tell me how to get to 1603
Mockingbird Lane?' The farmer said,
'Well, as a matter of fact, my farm is
very close to that house I would walk
you there but I can't carry this lot.' The
old lady suggested, 'Why don't you put
the can of paint in the bucket. Carry
the bucket in one hand, put a chicken
under each arm and carry the goose in
your other hand?' 'Why thank you very
much,' he said and proceeded to walk
the old girl home. On the way he says
'Let's take my short cut and go down
this alley. We'll be there in no time.'
The little old lady looked him over
cautiously then said, I am a lonely
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widow without a husband to defend
me.. How do I know that when we get
in the alley you won't hold me up
against the wall, pull up my skirt, and
have your way with me?'
The farmer said, 'Holy smokes lady! I'm
carrying a bucket, a gallon of paint,
two chickens, and a goose. How in the
world could I possibly hold you up
against the wall and do that?' The old
lady replied, 'Set the goose down,
cover him with the bucket, put the
paint on top of the bucket, and I'll hold
the chickens.
My mate was telling me he failed his
exam in Aboriginal music. I said ‘didja
redo it’?
Because of the exam grading asco my
AC/DC collection as been regraded to
ABBA.
My wife left me. She said I put sport
ahead of our relationship. We were
together six seasons!
At a wedding I whispered to a guy next
to me, “Isn't the bride a right ugly dog"
"Do you mind. That's my daughter
you're talking about" "I'm sorry, I didn't
know you were her father''... "I'm not . .
. I'm her bloody mother”
The current Mrs V was counting all the
1p and 2p out on the kitchen table,
when all of a sudden she got angry and
started shouting and screaming at me, I
thought she's going through the
change...
A German Shepherd takes a poo in my
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garden every morning, cheeky thing,
even brought his dog with him today....
‘Have you met my daughter Beth?’ ‘Aw,
what’s Beth short for?’ ‘Because she’s
only three.’
‘Look, there’s a ock of cows’ ‘Herd’
‘Herd of what?’ ‘Herd of cows’ ‘Of
course I have, there’s ock of them
over there’
What did Adam say the day before
Christmas? ‘It’s Christmas Eve’.
A woman went to the doctor. After
examining her, the doctor said ‘I’m not
sure what it is. You either have a bad
cold or you are pregnant.’ ‘I must be
pregnant’ said the woman. ‘I don’t
know anyone who could have given me
a cold.’
Since lockdown began I have been
taking a great deal of comfort from our
local Morrisons. I don’t bother with
Lenor because the bottles are too big
to get under my coat.
My husband purchased a world
map...gave me a dart and said “throw
this and wherever it lands I’m taking
you there for a holiday when this
pandemic is over,” Turns out we’re
spending two weeks behind the fridge.
I had the police knock on my door last
night, saying to me that someone has
stolen all the Sat Navs from their eet
of cars just around the corner from me
and they are looking for leads. I said," I
think it’s near Bradford if that's any
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help."
A policeman left a note on my
windscreen to let me know I’d parked
my car correctly...It said ‘Parking Fine’!
Two weeks isolation if you come back
from Iceland...anybody know if it’s the
same for Farm Foods?
Sad relevance in the world today but
hope the words of Ronnie Barker can
bring a smile...
And nally...It is with great sadness
that I have to mention the loss of a few
local businesses...
A local Bra Shop has gone bust.
A Mining Company has gone under.
A manufacturer of food blenders has
gone into liquidation.
A Dog Kennels has had to call in the
retrievers.
An origami book company has folded.
An Aerial Installation company has
called in the receivers. A Key Company
has gone into lockdown.
A Watchsmith has wound down and
called time.
An Iceland store has had its assets
frozen.
A Shoe Factory has been soled and
employees given the boot.
The Heinz factory has been canned as
they couldn't ketchup with orders.
The tarmac company has reached the
end of the road.
The bread company has run out of
dough.
The laundrette has been taken to the
cleaners.
And nally the AA Recovery Service
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are on their way to a breakdown.
Today in the Pacic ocean a ship
carrying red paint collided with a ship
carrying purple paint. It's widely
believed both crews have been
marooned.
A large hole has opened up in the high
street, police said they are looking into
it.
The world's best electrical engineer, Kit
Breaker was knighted today, he said he
won't be using his title!
That's all from me and.......
Ronald William George Barker, OBE
25 September 1929 – 3 October
2005.
When I was a child my mam used to
feed me alphabet soup claiming that I
loved it. I didn't really - she was just
putting words in my mouth.
Last night I wasn't thinking and put an
unopened tin of alphabet soup in the
microwave. I turned it off before the
tin exploded . It could have spelled
disaster.
In the last stage of being awarded my
diploma in sandwich making. It's my
nal eggs ham tomorrow.
A little allegorical tale for you. I went
out to sea in my kayak one day and
started feeling cold and lit a re in it.
The re burnt a hole in my kayak and it
sank. Just goes to show you can't have
your kayak and heat it.
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I went into a shop for some insect
spray. I asked the shopkeeper, 'Is this
good for ies?'
'Not really,' he said, 'it kills them!’
I was at the betting shop the other day
and some bloke came up and told me
to put all my money on a horse named
Landll. Turns out it was a rubbish tip.
The Pandemic:
The dumbest thing I’ve ever purchased
was a 2020 planner.
The buttons on my jeans have started
social distancing from each other.
I never thought the comment “I
wouldn’t touch him/her with a 6 foot
barge pole” would become a national
policy, but here we are.
Keep in mind, even during a pandemic,
no matter how much chocolate you
eat, your earrings will still t.
I still can’t believe people’s survival
instincts told them to grab toilet paper.
If I had only known in March that it
would be my last time in a restaurant, I
would have ordered dessert.
Until further notice, the days of the
week are now called: thisday, thatday,
otherday, someday, yesterday, today
and next day.
I’m going to stay up on New Year’s Eve
this year. Not to see the New Year in,
but to make sure this one leaves.
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Sex at 73...I just took a leaet from my
mailbox, informing me that I can have
sex at 73. I’m so happy because I live
at 71 so it’s not too far to walk home
afterwards and it’s on the same side of
the street. I don’t even have to cross
the road.
Wife: “There’s a problem with the
tractor. It has water in the carburetor.”
Husband: “Water in the carburetor?
That’s ridiculous.”
Wife: “I’m telling you the tractor has
water in the carburetor.”
Husband: “You don’t even know where
the carburetor is...where’s the
tractor?”
Wife: “In the pool.”
I taught a wolf to meditate. Now it’s
aware wolf.
The recipe said, “Set the oven at 180
degrees.” Now I can’t open it, as the
door faces the wall.
A weasel walks into a bar. The
bartender says, “Wow, I’ve never
served a weasel before, what can I get
you?” “Pop” goes the weasel.
I went into a pet shop and asked for
12 bees. The shopkeeper counted out
13 and handed them over. “You’ve
given me too many” “That one is a
freebie”
I start my new job as an apprentice
bellringer later this morning...It’s my
rst day, so they’ll just be showing me
the ropes.
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A sweater I bought was picking up
static electricity, so I returned it to the
store. They gave me a another one free
of charge.
100 years ago everyone owned a
horse and only the rich had cars. Now
everyone has cars and only the rich
own horses. The stables have turned.
Before my surgery the anaesthetist
offered to knock me out with gas or a
boat paddle... It was an ether/oar
situation.
Exercise for people over 60:
Begin by standing on a comfortable
surface, where you have plenty of
room at each side. With a 5lb potato
bag in each hand, extend your arms
straight out from your sides and hold
them there as long as you can. Try to
reach a full minute and then relax. Each
day you’ll nd that you can hold this
position for just a bit longer. After a
couple of weeks, move up to 10lb
potato bags. Then try 50lb potato
bags and eventually try to get to where
you can lift a 100lb potato bag in each
hand and hold your arms straight for
more than a full minute (I’m at this
level). After you feel condent at this
level, put a potato in each bag.
Like the Howlers? Moved House?
Please let us know your new address.
Just email info@livernorth.org.uk
Let us know your old address and
your new address
Any better jokes than this rubbish?
Please send them in!
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The English Language...
i BEFORE e...
Except when your foreign neighbour,
Keith, received eight counterfeit
sleighs from feisty, caﬀeinated
weightlifters...weird
The fact that Kansas and Arkansa are
pronounced diﬀerently bothers me
way more than it should.
Prounouncing words that end in
‘...ough’ Cough, bough, rough, dough
through and though....!
Is the ‘S’ or the ‘C’ in scent silent?
Why does fridge have a ‘D’ in it but refrigerator doesn’t?
Why are Zoe and Zoey pronounced the same but Joe and Joey aren’t?
The word ‘Queue’ is just the letter Q followed by 4 silent letters!
You can drink a drink but you can’t food a food.
Why is ‘W’ called a ‘double-U’ when it is clearly a ‘double-V’?
We have NO paid employees and no wages to pay. Every penny given to us is
used for research or to support liver patients. their carers or families.

You can now donate or fundraise for us via GoldenGiving.
Check it out using the link below (no donation necessary)
https://www.goldengiving.com/w/livernorth
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What should you do if you think you have received a scam email?
Do not click on any links in the scam email.
Do not reply to the email or contact the senders in any way.
If you have clicked on a link in the email, do not supply any information on
any page or form that may open.
Do not open any attachments that arrive with the email.
If you think you may have compromised the safety of your bank details
and/or have lost money due to fraudulent misuse of your cards, you should
immediately contact your bank.
If you think you have received a scam email, tell Action Fraud by
forwarding the email to: report@phishing.gov.uk
You can also report and get advice about fraud or cyber crime by
calling 0300 123 2040
Fake emails often (but not always) display some of the following
characteristics:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

The sender’s email address doesn’t tally with the trusted organisation’s website
address.
The email is sent from a completely different address or a free web mail
address.
The email does not use your proper name, but uses a non-specic greeting like
“Dear customer”.
A sense of urgency; for example the threat that unless you act immediately your
account may be closed.
A prominent website link. These can be forged or seem very similar to the
proper address, but even one extra character can link to a different website.
A request for personal information such as user name, password or bank
details.
The email contains spelling and grammatical errors.
You weren't expecting to get an email from the company that appears to have
sent it.
The entire text of the email is contained within an image rather than the usual
text format.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Capital Challenge - this is a great quiz sent in by Sian O’Dea.
Rearrange the letters below to make the names of 20 European capital
cities. The answers are on the right (no cheating!):
1.
Anevni
2.
Verjakkiy
3.
Foais
4.
Sirpa
5.
Leatlavt
6.
Rawwas
7.
Gair
8.
Starvalbia
9.
Bolsin
10.
Thuescarb
11.
Bunild
12.
Knsmi
13.
Loos
14.
Sneath
15.
Abullajjn
16.
Darmestma
17.
Llinant
18.
Donnol
19.
Sniviul
20.
Jekosp
Anevni
Verjakkiy
Foais
Sirpa
Leatlavt
Rawwas
Gair
Starvalbia
Bolsin
Thuescarb
Bunild
Knsmi
Loos
Sneath
Abullajjn
Darmestma
Llinant
Donnol
Sniviul
Jekosp

Vienna, Austria
Reykjavik, Iceland
Sofia, Bulgaria
Paris, France
Valletta, Malta
Warsaw, Poland
Riga, Latvia
Bratislava, Slovakia
Lisbon, Portugal
Bucharest, Rumania
Dublin, Ireland
Minsk, Belarus
Oslo, Norway
Athens, Greece
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Tallinn, Estonia
London, UK
Vilnius, Lithuania
Skopje, North Macedonia

Here’s another great ‘place’ Quiz, this one from Alf Bennett. Can you
identify the local place names. Get your grey matter working. All places
are to be found within a sixty mile radius of Newcastle. Answers here:
1.
Clothes mark has fallen.
2.
“Standing on”, here with Jock.
3.
Helps the Bishop's perambulations.
4.
Pull up and blow.
5.
Smoking holt owner.
6.
Salad component with water source.
7.
A pleasant slow walk.
8.
Male made here in Senior Service.
9.
Sodium chloride in Scottish stream.
10.
Rush meadow.
Staindrop
Scotch Corner
Crook
Haltwhistle
Otterburn
Cresswell
Amble
Blyth
Saltburn
Sedgefield
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Quiz: Brain cells working during the Summer ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Beamish Open Air museum opened in: 1970
th
The rst Blaydon Races were run on: 9 June 1862
The rst house in the country to be lit by electricity:
Cragside, Rothbury
A Singing Hinnie is: A cake or scone
2 former names for Newcastle: Pons Aelius and Monkchester
Newcastle United were formed in 1892 and joined the
football league in: 1893.
The plant Kniphoa is known as: Red Hot Poker
1st presenter of Gardeners' World, and current one: Ken Burras
(1968) then Percy Thrower; Monty Don.
Aneld, Apricot Beauty, Black Parrot and Diana are all: Tulips
Capability Brown, the landscape gardener, was born in:
Kirkharle, Northumberland in1715.
His correct Christian name was: Lancelot
Books in the Old Testament, New Testament: 39 in OT, 27 in NT.
Noah's 3 sons were called: Shem, Ham and Japheth
1st episode of Coronation Street: Friday 9th December 1960
Vera's full name and rank: DCI Vera Stanhope.
4 of the 8 main characters in the “Magic Roundabout” children's
series: Dougal, Zebedee, Brian, Ermintrude, Dylan, Florence,
Mr Rusty, Mr MacHenry.
The Sound of Music lm rst released: 1965
The animations of Wallace and Gromit were created by:
Nick Park and Aardman Animations
Who did the original voice over for Wallace and Gromit and who
does it now: Peter Sallis, Ben Whitehead
What cheese was Wallace's favourite: Wensleydale.
5 main Channel islands: Jersey, Guernsey, Herm, Sark, Alderney
50th state of the USA to join the Union: Hawaii
Who wrote the music “Finlandia”: Sibelius
Who wrote the Bridal March? (“Here comes the bride”): Wagner
Who wrote Old Possums Book of Practical Cats: T.S Eliot.

Hope you enjoyed keeping your brain cells working with this excellent quiz from
Dorothy Barker. Many thanks Dorothy x
LIVErNEWS Issue 72
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Anagrams from the last issue - Confusion in the Vegetable Patch
Did you manage to get them all? Quite a vegetable patch wasn’t it!

Seotmoat
TOMATOES

Orgeettuc
COURGETTE

Licbrooc
BROCOLI

Roctars
CARROTS

Mythe
TYHME

Barenchenfs
FRENCH BEANS

Intm
MINT

Bumcruce
CUCUMBER

Shcanip
SPINACH

Rapspin
PARSNIPS

Groanoe
OREGANO

Badrobsane
BROAD BEANS

Picilphleerps
CHILLI PEPPERS

Cutteel
LETTUCE

Tonguemat
MANGETOUT

Sanernunerb
RUNNER BEANS

Slabi
BASIL

Wartbessirer
STRAWBERRIES

Ligcar
GARLIC

Trocke
ROCKET

Stackblurrcan
BLACKCURRANTS

Doneronsio
RED ONIONS

Geas
SAGE

Spearribers
RASPBERRIES

Smoreyar
ROSEMARY

Toespoat
POTATOES

Breebulrise
BLUEBERRIES

Sagedenpar
GARDEN PEAS

Trebtooe
BEETROOT

Hubbarr
RHUBARB

Slaprey
PARSLEY

Shawrdiscs
SWISS CHARD

Groinspinno
SPRING ONION
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Crossword using LIVErNORTH Information Leaﬂets
Based on Leaﬂet 3 - Autoimmune Hepatitis
1

2

3

5

4

6
7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
16
17

18

Created using the Crossword Maker on TheTeachersCorner.net

Across

Down

1. Rheumatoid Arthritis aﬀects these
tissue after loss
6. (of a living organism) Grow new tiesue
or damage
11. An event that causes a process to start. Also a
famous cowboy's horse
12. Acronym for Liver Function Test
14. Autoimmune disease aﬀecting the thyroid
15. Restore to good condition
17. Producing the intended or expected result
18. Hepatocytes are the chief functional ... of the
liver

2. System which protects the body against disease
3. The basic physical and functional unit of heredity
4. Also known as high blood pressure
5. Season after Autumn and before Spring
7. Deviating from what is normal or usual
8. Term used to describe inﬂammatiom of the liver
9. UK national liver patient charity
10. Condition in which your immune system
mistakenly attacks your body
13. An overall feeling of tiredness or lack of energy
16. A group of cell that have a similar structure and
act together to perform a speciﬁc function

Another brilliant puzzle from Marian Godwin-Cliﬀord.
Answers next issue.
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ANSWERS

Answers from Marian Godwin-Cliﬀord.
How did you do?
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UOILI

What does all this mean and is it safe? The short answer is yes unless you do
something silly. Never post details you don’t want other people to see - it’s a simple as
that. People can only see what you let them see so if you don’t put anything on facebook
or twitter then they can’t see anything. If you do want to post something, just remember
the whole world can see it. The exception to this is on closed and secret groups where
only those who are members can read the postings (see our link below)
To join facebook or twitter you need an email address and you have to give your date of
birth - that’s to state that you are old enough. Once you have joined you can
immediately delete your date of birth etc.
Our facebook and twitter pages have a wealth of information on them and our latest
news and information is always on facebook. Here’s the addresses:
https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/

https://twitter.com/livernorth

NEW!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/262466031311926/ (our chat page - apply to join)

Moved House?
Please let us know your new address.
Just email info@livernorth.org.uk or call 0191 3702961

Solution to the Autumn 2020 SUDOKU
Easy SUDOKU

3
4
2
7
9
1
6
8
5

1
6
7
5
8
3
2
4
9

8
5
9
2
6
4
3
7
1

Medium SUDOKU

5
3
6
4
1
9
8
2
7

4
9
1
8
7
2
5
3
6

2
7
8
3
5
6
9
1
4

9
1
4
6
2
8
7
5
3

6
2
5
1
3
7
4
9
8

7
8
3
9
4
5
1
6
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UOILI

SUDOKU... With the kind permission of the creator (Wayne Gould of Pappocom).
You don’t need to do any arithmetic or be good at maths - all it takes is logic so please
have a go - it will help to keep your brain active. There is strict copyright so they may not
be redistributed in any way whatsoever although you can of course photocopy the page
if you don’t want to spoil your copy of LIVErNEWS. Good Luck!

HAVE A GO - YOU MIGHT LIKE IT
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SU DOKU
As featured in the Times
Monday to Saturday
©Puzzles by Pappocom
www.sudoku.com
How to play:
Fill the grid so that every
column, every row and every 3
x 3 box contains the digits 1 to
9.
The top puzzle is graded ‘easy’
and the lower one ‘medium’ (it
is suggested you start with the
easy one to get the hang of how
it works).
You will know if you have got it
right because you will have all
the numbers in the right places
and only one of each in any
row, column or box.
If you want some tips on
getting started, have a look at
the website www.sudoku.com
The correct solutions will be
published in our next issue.
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LIVErNORTH Information Leaflets Available:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11a.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
24.

Liver Patient Support
Accommodation for patients & families
Autoimmune Hepatitis
Alcoholic Liver Disease
Look After Your Liver
Primary Biliary Cholangitis (PBC)
Coping With Stress
Primary Liver Cancer
You and Your Consultant
Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis (PSC)
NAFLD Lifestyle Guide
Non Alcoholic Steatohepatitis
Liver Disease
Skin Care for Liver Patients
Diet and Liver Disease
Hepatitis C
Travel Insurance for Liver Patients
Hepatitis E
Fatigue in Liver Patients/A Patient’s Journey
Understanding Healthcare Tests
Liver Cirrhosis Self Management Toolkit*
Exercise & Osteoporosis in Liver Patients
Hepatic Encephalopathy
COVID-19 Self Help Toolkit

SUPPORT

Scan the QR
code below
to read the
leaets online

* only from your healthcare professional - email for more information

Six ways to get information leaﬂets:
1. ISSUU:
https://issuu.com/search?q=livernorth
2. Website:
http://www.livernorth.org.uk/pages/factsheet.htm
3. Email us:
info@livernorth.org.uk
4. Phone/FAX:
0191 3702961
5. Facebook pm us: https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/
6. Write to us:
Freepost LIVERNORTH
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Insurance Matters - updated Oct 2020
LIVErNORTH has a leaﬂet (no 16) on travel insurance for liver patients.
You can ﬁnd it on the website, www.livernorth.org.uk under ‘publications’ or email us for
an electronic or paper version to be sent to you.
You can also write to us at Freepost LIVERNORTH and ask for a paper copy to be
posted to you:
members have been able to get reasonably priced holiday cover here:

Able2travel_____________________________________________01483 806826
Age Co (formerly Age UK) _________________________________0345 1288008
AVIVA ________________________________________________0345 0308715
Bib Insurance Brokers (www.bibinsurance.co.uk) _______________01325 353888
Boots Travel Insurance ___________________________________0333 9992683
Cigna (was FirstAssist) ___________________________________01475 492119
City Bond ______________________________________________0333 2070506
Churchill* ______________________________________________0800 0326534
CNA (via Brunsdon brokers) _______________________________01452 623631
Direct Travel* ___________________________________________0330 8803600
Freedom^______________________________________________01223 446914
JLT Insurance __________________________________________02476 851000
Leisure Care Insurance ___________________________________01702 427166
Post Oﬃce ____________________________________________0330 1233690
RIAS* ________________________________________________0345 0451320
SAGA ________________________________________________0800 0158055
Sainsbury’s ____________________________________________0345 3052623
Sladdin & Co Ltd. (brokers) ________________________________01422 362614
www.Insurancewith.com __________________________________0333 9992679
www.miatravelinsurance.co.uk^_____________________________0800 9993333
www.PayingTooMuch.com ________________________________01243 216007
http://www.skiclubinsurance.co.uk/multi-trip-travel-insurance/ _____03003 032610
www.staysure.co.uk (Staysure UK call centre)^ ________________0808 1786151
https://www.world-ﬁrst.co.uk/ _______________________________0345 9080161
https://www.freespirittravelinsurance.com/medical-conditions/liver/ _02392 419080
* not TX patients - please check with the others also.
^ speciﬁcally includes cover for declared pre-existing medical conditions.
Please help to keep this page current and useful by letting us know of your own experiences
both good and bad. You can email us at info@livernorth.org.uk or drop us a line at our
Freepost address above, no stamp necessary..
The latest version of this page is available as a PDF ﬁle. Email us and
ask for a copy: info@livernorth.org.uk
All our leaﬂets including No.16 ‘Travel Insurance for Liver Patients’ is
available to read online by scanning the QR code on the right with your
smartphone.
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LIVErNORTH
National Liver Patient Support
freepost LIVERNORTH
www.livernorth.org.uk
tel: 0191 3702916
info@livernorth.org.uk

Addenbrookes Liver
Transplant Association (ALTA)
Gill Kitchener, secretary@alta.org.uk
info@alta.org.uk
tel: 07885 123528

Haemochromatosis UK
03030 401102
helpline@huk.org.uk

IPC Support
07939 871929
helpline@ipcsupport.org
or www.icpsupport.org
Registered Charity No: 1146449

NHS
https://www.nhs.uk/
British Liver Trust
tel: 01425 481320
helpline@britishlivertrust.org.uk
ww.britishlivertrust.org.uk

Gift of Life
Derby Liver Support Group
(for transplants and all liver disease)
Contact: Sister Gerri Casey
0133 234 0131 bleep 1926

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/
coronavirus-covid-19/

Norfolk & Norwich
Liver Support Group
marjorie.dingle@hotmail.com
0300 120 0796

PSC Support
Martine Walmsley
help@psc.support.org.uk
Helpline 01235 25 35 45
www.pscsupport.org.uk
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If you are worried about liver disease and would like to talk
to someone, please telephone one of our
helpline numbers below

Get free Liver Patient and Carer Support Leaﬂets:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Download from our website (www.livernorth.org.uk)
Read online (https://issuu.com/livernorth/docs)
Email us (info@livernorth.org.uk)
Phone us (0191 3702961)
Write to us at: freepost LIVERNORTH
Message us (https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/)
Scan the QR code here with your mobile phone
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